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On June 26, 1945, after two months of deliberations, the United Nations Charter was signed in San Francisco during the United Nations Conference on International Organization (UNCIO). Delegates representing fifty nations and commonwealths converged to discuss issues pertaining to the world after World War II. One issue not formally on the agenda was colonial independence.

The United States State Department in addition to sending official delegates to represent the U.S. at the conference also invited consultants from forty-two national, non-governmental organizations to provide input to the delegation. It did this to increase public support for the UN so that the U.S. would not repeat the mistake of non-participation that it previously made with the League of Nations. Other organizations beyond the forty-two also made their way to San Francisco in an unofficial capacity.¹ While there these organizations had their own sessions calling for the UN to add colonial independence to its agenda. These sessions served as a shadow conference of sorts,² whose purpose was to remind the U.S. government of its stated commitment to decolonization and human rights that it made in the Atlantic Charter.

The aims of this presentation are to examine the anticolonial human rights arguments presented at these shadow conference sessions and to look at how discussions about the drive to add colonial independence to the conference agenda galvanized anticolonial activists. While there were several organizations that engaged in anticolonial activism, my main focus will be on the efforts of the West Indies National Council represented by Dr. Charles Petioni and Richard B. Moore. It would be ahistorical to say that these sessions had a direct impact on the conference but these sessions were examples of post-war anticolonial activism that would pick up over the next several years.

Setting the Agenda of the Appeal to the UNCIO
The time before heading to San Francisco was used by these organizations to gather and refine ideas to present at the conference and to drum up grassroots support. Among the pre-conference activities was a colonial conference held at the Schomburg Center in New York City sponsored by W. E. B. Du Bois, representing the NAACP, one of the official forty-two consultants. Du Bois convened a committee to draft a resolution as the basis of the NAACP’s advocacy agenda. The committee which included Dr. Petioni contained four items: the call for colonial independence; the formation of an independent body to oversee the transition to independence; the representation of colonial peoples on such a body; and a focus on the economic and social improvement of the colonial peoples. Dr. Petioni sent back the recommendations to Du Bois with a handwritten note which said:

The West Indies National Council is not in favor of items 3 & 4. They object to any degree of control or direction by any kind of international body. This is to be emphasized in any [appeal?] made of the conference.

Petioni wanted to emphasize that independence meant sovereignty without being beholden to another power.

During the conference, Moore unveiled the seven point “Appeal to the United Nations Conference on International Organization on Behalf of the Caribbean Peoples” (“The Appeal”). “The Appeal” featured proposals the United Nations ought to take up to ensure the freedom and self-determination of the Caribbean peoples. For brevity I will only mention proposals one, two, six, and seven which called for:

2. Practical recognition of the age-long objective of the West Indian peoples for voluntary federation…
6. Guarantees for the abolition of all discriminatory laws and practices based on race, religion, color or previous condition of servitude or oppression, and for assurance of full protection of life and liberty for the Caribbean peoples, for the African peoples, and for all peoples without regard to race, creed, or color.
7. Genuine equality of rights both in fact and in law for all peoples everywhere and full
democratic citizenship rights, including universal adult suffrage for all people.6

The order of each proposal illustrated a progression from appeals for the collective rights of the
nation to appeals for individual rights.7 This means the demand for national self-determination
led to a demand for a collective federation of West Indian nations,8 progressing to a demand for
the abolition of discrimination which led to a call for equal rights for individuals.9 Taken
together The Appeal was advocating for the right of all peoples to take ownership of themselves
as political beings.10

**Advocating an Anticolonial Human Rights Agenda**

Once in San Francisco, Moore spoke at various events furthering the points he made in
“The Appeal,” linking a human rights agenda with an anticolonial one. While Moore was doing
this, Dr. Petioni was attempting to get a formal hearing by the delegates at the conference. On
May 20 at a forum at the First Congregational Church in San Francisco, Moore elaborated on the
anti-imperialist nature of The Appeal stating that it

points to the “master race mania” and to the horrible atrocities of Dachau, etc., as
inevitable developments of imperialism and of similar atrocities first perpetrated in the
colonies.

It further recommends that UNCIO adopt a resolution requiring that all nations shall
enact and enforce laws with adequate penalties against any and all overt manifestations
of such racial, national and religious prejudices and shall undertake a vigorous campaign
of education for the extirpation of such prejudices and animosities.11

He effectively made the connection between human rights abuses and imperialism, implicitly
saying that colonialism required the denial of the human rights of its colonial subjects in order to
function. This statement prescribed the role the UN ought to play in the prevention of the
escalation of human rights abuses in order to prevent the denial of rights and wide scale losses of
life. At the same event Dr. Ramskrishna Shahu Modak, president of the Provisional World
Council of Dominated Nations, spoke about how decolonialization could be achieved peacefully
while refuting the belief that colonial peoples were just not ready for self-government, let alone independence.

During a speech at the Free India meeting entitled “The Fate and Future of the Colonial Peoples,” Moore reiterated the WINC stance on the right to sovereignty for colonial people that Dr. Petioni stated in the note to Du Bois. Speaking on the prospect of a harmonious world, he said “there can be no peace unless the colonial peoples are accorded full independence.”12 When Dr. Petioni’s efforts at obtaining a hearing at the conference failed Moore sent out “The Appeal” to UN Secretary General Alger Hiss and all the delegates on May 25.

**The Battle over the Word “Independence”**

Inside the conference itself the delegations of Great Britain and the United States were intent on not discussing colonial independence. They preferred to limit the discussion to what to do about territories held under trust.13

The United States working paper on trusteeship was used as the basis for the UN’s discussion.14 Paragraph B 2 stated that the objective of the trusteeship program was to promote the political, economic, and social advancement of the trust territories and their inhabitants and their progressive development toward self-government *in forms appropriate to the varying circumstances of each territory…*(emphasis in the original)15 The term “self-government” did not necessarily imply independence, plus the determination of what were the appropriate circumstances of self-government were left up to the occupying power which made true independence unlikely.

While the Chinese and the Russian delegates had expressed objections to not having colonial independence on the agenda, the strongest objection was made by Brigadier General Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippine Commonwealth. General Romulo made a press statement in support of colonial independence on May 30.16 His definition of independence provided a compelling case as to why the word should be included in the UN Charter:
Independence has many meanings and all are bulwarks of human dignity. To be sovereign. To be not contingent or conditioned. Not to be dependent. To be uncontrolled, uncoerced, self-reliant. To be free. The antithesis of independence is to be controlled and held subject.\(^7\)

He espoused a belief similar to Moore’s that it was only through the recognition of their freedom that colonial peoples could claim the full human rights that they are entitled to.

**The Romulo Effect**

Romulo’s stance had made the anticolonial position more concrete since it came from a representative of a colonized territory. Thus activists such as Moore who were struggling to get the colonial question heard could more concretely state their objectives and push for the issue to be addressed by delegates. Moore in a letter to another WINC member dated June 7 mentioned that colonial independence “is now to the fore with Brigadier General Carlos P. Romulo leading the fight in Conference committees, and your representative mobilizing public pressure from the outside.”\(^8\) This lead to another attempt at sending the delegates copies of The Appeal on June 11 which added four goals the UNCIO ought to address which were influenced by Romulo’s comments, the first two being

1. Specify “independence” as the just goal and inalienable right of the peoples of all colonial and dependent areas.
2. State clearly that “encouragement of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms” shall apply to all colonial and dependent peoples.\(^9\)

There was now an official template from which to make a plea for colonial independence which would start the road toward greater human rights.

During a speech on June 3, shortly after Romulo’s statements became public, Moore put forth a reason why “self-government” as the end goal for dependent peoples was not sufficient noting

“Self-government” has been so abused that it has no meaning. Self-government means the right of peoples to govern themselves. But to Mr. Smuts, Mr. Churchill, Mr. Eden, and Mr. Stassen self government is something by which colonial
peoples may be able to express themselves in some measure but absolute veto power remains in the hands of the ruling imperialist powers.  

There was too much imperialist history to say otherwise. The examples that Moore used in this and in other speeches bared that out. However, despite the galvanized efforts, activists did not succeed in influencing conference delegates regarding colonial independence.

**Finalizing the Provisions Over Territories**

In fact it is likely that conference delegates did not even know about the extent of advocacy efforts on behalf of colonial independence. Thus, when it came time for the delegates to discuss the provisions of the charter regarding dependent territories they stuck to the agenda of only discussing trusteeships. The final language of the trusteeship section, which became Article 76 of the UN Charter allowed for a road to independence for territories that were under trusteeship, which was the main goal of the major powers.

What about independence for territories that was not under trusteeship? Under the section which became Article 73 (b), “Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories,” members who possess territories had the responsibility to ensure those territories aimed to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions, according to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples, and their varying stages of advancement.

Notice there was no mention of “independence.” Despite its exclusion, General Romulo said he was pleased with the revision. He explained that during discussion with Commander Harold Stassen of the United States he was assured that the phraseology was meant to suggest “independence,” explaining that the clause encompasses what I feel will give a soul to this charter, because therein lies the spirit of independence and because here we are trying to secure peace for one world and one humanity.
So why did Romulo accept this? The inclusion of the word “independence” was never even put up for discussion. Marika Sherwood speculated that General Romulo’s acceptance of this was due to the United States delegation “silencing” him. While she may be right she offers no real historical proof beyond a diary entry by Lord Cranborne, leader of the British House of Lords, which said that “the US delegation has squared General Romulo about ‘independence.’” All we know for a fact is that Romulo had a conversation with Stassen in which he learned about the revised paragraph on non-self-governing territories and was persuaded to accept it. Until there is more historical proof about how Romulo was persuaded not much else could be said about that.

**Conclusion**

It would be historically inaccurate to say that the lobbying efforts of Moore and his cohorts had any real impact. The major powers stuck to their agenda for the most part. They remained adamant that the UNCIO was not the place for serious consideration of decolonization. It would not be until 1960 that the United Nations would have a formal policy regarding decolonization when it adopted the Declaration of the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. These “shadow sessions” were obscure but there were many ideas expressed that gained currency in later years. A history of human rights would benefit from learning about the expression of these ideas. Also this was a small sampling of what were probably numerous sessions that was happening around the UNCIO. These sessions deserve to be discovered and scrutinized for the historical record.
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